TERMS FOR MYMILK ACADEMIC CONSORTIUM PARTICIPATION
Grant winners must be willing to allow MyMilk to disclose research title, abstract and objective without
restriction, as well as organization's logo in association with promotional materials and press releases.
Research grantees agree to reference MyMilk Laboratories as the human milk laboratory performing the
tests in any scientific publication or press release regarding the research.
3 leading research groups will receive 30,000$ worth of breast milk testing kits and performance, one
group in each reported deadline. The grantee will be notified within 1 month of the deadline.
Researchers will have the ability to use the grants within 6 months from the winning notification. Grant
includes 96 MyMilk sampling kits, and sample analysis for nutritional value (vitamin B12, vitamin A,
vitamin B6, vitamin B1, vitamin B2) by MyMilk laboratory internally validated methods. Sample
transport costs will not be covered by MyMilk. Researcher will gain access (by a private login) to MyMilk
research platform, where sample results can be viewed and professional reports filled. A DATA file
containing the entire results and personal and professional information will be provided to the
researcher. Instructions regarding platform login and kits delivery will be sent to winners.
MyMilk tests are performed in an ISO15189 accredited medical laboratory.
There are no formal standards for human milk vitamin testing and all MyMilk tests are internally
validated. You agree that your research is complying with all local regulation including IRB regulation,
sample export, etc. The current research platform offer is not covered by MyMilk clinical trial.
MyMilk will not be responsible for any interpretation or use of the experimental results and will bear no
liability thereof.
By accepting the grant and using MyMilk research platform, researcher give MyMilk Laboratories and
its affiliated companies or partners, irrevocable, worldwide, royalty-free, and non-exclusive sub-license
to use unlimitedly the information gathered as part of the research for independent research and
development goals. Information includes but not limited to lab results, participants self-reported
information, and professional reports. You will not be having any rights or claims for any development
or use of such information. By accepting the grant you give MyMilk irrevocable, worldwide, royalty-free,
and non-exclusive sub-license to use sample leftovers for further research and development uses.
Waiver of Property Rights. As stated above, you understand that by providing any samples, having
Information processed, accessing your sample Information, or providing Self-Reported participants and
professional Information, you acquire no rights in any research or commercial products that may be
developed by MyMilk or its collaborating partners. You specifically understand that you will not receive
compensation for any research or commercial products that include or result from sample related
Information.
IF YOU HAVE QUESTION REGARDING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, THE SERVICE, THE GRANT, PLEASE
CONTACT MYMILK.
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